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Executive Summary 
The following report summarizes the work completed by Spencer Schmid, Jake 

Sorscher, William Liu, Lorenzo Salgado, Klare Hu on their mechanical engineering senior 
design project at Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts.  

Following NASA’s plan in colonization missions to the moon and Mars, Additive            
Manufacturing of different types of material, namely metals, play a key role in this process.               
Recent success in testing large scale powder-based printers and experiences in printing plastic             
in zero-g has strengthened NASA’s belief in extending this goal to design a small-scale              
powder-based printer to print metal in space [4]. 

Douglas Matson, the team’s client and a research professor at Tufts University, is             
collaborating with NASA engineers to develop a novel 3D printing system for space. The design               
team’s objective is to assist engineers at NASA to design a small scale, powder based metal 3D                 
printer that can sustain the zero-g environment and fit into a NASA Nano-rack CubeSat module,               
to future support astronauts in manufacturing required metal parts when needed. 

The concept of the design is based off of the engineering workflow provided by our 
client, which breaks down to several different parts. The initial concept provides a roller system 
that has a substrate film being unrolled and driven by a motor. A metal powder ink is deposited 
in our desired part shape on this substrate film as it is being unrolled. A laser cuts this part and 
a second laser melts this layer of the desired part onto a print bed that is incremented up to the 
substrate. Then the print bed increments away for a new section of the substrate to move into 
the correct position to add a new layer of our metal part using the same process. Research of 
similar technologies were examined and this setup is similar to some types of laminated object 
manufacturing [5]. Our process has several extra steps with the metal ink and second laser 
integrated, but it helped in the next phase of the team’s concept generation. 

 
Through detailed ideation sessions, a number of design iterations, input from the client 

and outside experts, a modular printer was developed for our team's solution. Our scope 
provided a simplified version of the initial workflow provided from our client in our prototype. Our 
concept involves a roller system that keeps our substrate driven accurately and within tension to 
mitigate slippage and inaccuracies of the print. It also involves an XY raster motion frame 
carrying a cartridge containing the metal powder ink and laser. And a print bed that is able to 
increment up to the substrate and back down. Other subsystems such as cooling the device 
were not in the scope of this project due to the short time constraint of the semester and budget 
constraints. For these same constraints, it was concluded that a placehold would be used for 
the lasers and a pen would be used for our metal powder ink. Another reason that the ink 
cartridge is replaced with a pen is because NASA engineers are still developing this metal resin. 
Our focus was to make our prototype modular enough to easily integrate those components in 
the future. 
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A prototype of the concept was assembled and created using an array of materials, 
tools, and assembling techniques. From our first basic prototype and CAD models formulated in 
Fusion 360, the team was able to gain valuable feedback and input from the client, outside 
experts, and peers of how certain subsystems of the device would function such as details of 
the roller system. The team found out how it would be tensioned or able to drive itself when 
some of the rollers are changing diameter because of the moving substrate. This feedback 
directly impacted our improvements and final design decisions before our final device 
implementation. 

 
The final solution provides the basis of a metal powder ink 3D printer that has the basic 

functions and subcomponents for an effective way for astronauts to produce parts and/or tools 
in a zero-g environment. The roller system and XY rastering of the print and laser head are 
functionally sound and it has easy access to the user to turn the device “on” and upload their file 
parts using Marlin firmware. The product provides a great foundation to be further implemented 
on because of the major functional components that were accomplished. Future work will 
include adding other parts such as a cooling system, improving user interface, making the 
device more user friendly in removing or adding in the supply rollers, and improving the size 
efficiency of our device. 
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Problem Background  
Current metal 3D printing technique uses metal powder that is harmful to the body when 

inhaled and is hard to control without proper lab equipment (PPE). This metal 3D printing 
technique is also known as the Direct Metal Laser Sintering Method, or Direct Metal Laser 
Melting when a higher power laser is applied [7]. These metal additive manufacturing machines 
are large, expensive, and would operate only under specific ambient conditions.  A lot of waste 
powder is also generated in the process, which is not conducive to space travel when resources 
are conserved and waste minimized. In the case of in-space manufacturing (ISM), a new metal 
3D printing technique is desired for zero-gravity environments with space constraints. The goal 
of our metal 3D printer is to present a proof-of-concept for one such 3D printing technology.  

Commercial 3D printing companies have developed other methods of printing metal that 
excludes the use of floating metal powder and laser. Markforged, a 3D printing company based 
in Watertown, Massachusetts, uses a metal 3D printing technique called metal fused filament 
fabrication (FFF) by combining traditional FDM extrusions of metal-base filaments with a 
sintering kiln to fuse the metal grains just below melting point [6]. The apparent caveat of not 
using direct laser sintering method, on the other hand, manifests in lessened strength, 
shrinkage of parts inside of sintering furnaces and lower density parts. Our project presents a 
3D printing solution that simultaneously solves the issues of printing metal and doing so without 
compromising the quality of the printed metal parts.  

This semester, our team aimed to create a metal 3D printer prototype using a 
pre-patented metal printing technique. This 3D printer deposits a liquid mixture of metal powder 
and liquid substance of high vapor pressure onto a printing substrate prior to laser melting. This 
eliminates floating powder in a zero gravity environment, and also ensures that the metal 
powder solution will only be deposited where parts need to be laser melted. Designed for 
modularity and in-space conditions, this metal printer will facilitate any metal printing on board 
the designated space craft. It will also be easy to assemble and disassemble when needed. 

With this technology, astronauts will be able to manufacture required metal parts or tools 
independently. This will be a more optimal solution for astronauts in the International Space 
Stations (ISS) who could rapidly prototype parts or tools without waiting for a relaunch and earth 
supply. In the following sections, further details on the design solution will be presented.  

Design Recommendations 

Problem Definition 
The team is adapting the concept suggested by our client, Douglas Matson, a professor 

of mechanical engineering at Tufts University. We were presented with a preliminary layout of 
the workflow and intended solution to the problem we want to solve. We were shown a figure 
(below) that consolidated three subsystems such that application in zero-gravity situations can 
be achieved. 

The subsystems we defined as needing solving included the multi-roller substrate 
system, a laser-sintering and ink deposition subsystem, and a print bed. These systems come 
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together to work in a planar motion. This prototype set-up is intended to bypass the need for 
gravity necessary for traditional fused deposition modeling (FDM) printers. Our solution is 
derived from a preliminary layout (below) as suggested by our first client-meeting. This was 
intended as a launching-off point as we adapted and simplified several components for our 
physical device. 

 

Figure 1: Original printer layout and workflow provided by Prof. Matson and NASA.  
 

 The design team conducted background research and followed up with our client to gain 
a cohesive and more detailed definition of this problem. Before the concept generation and 
ideation phases of our project, the team created a comprehensive list of user needs and 
corresponding engineering requirements that would help with determining factors in our final 
solution. The team then created a weighted matrix from these tables to see what factors would 
influence our design considerations the most for the rest of the project. 
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Table 1. Prioritized List of User Needs 

Need Need Description Type of Need Weight 

User Safety Must not inflict physical harm on users. Safety 5 
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Modularity Should be taken apart and put together easily. Technical 3 

Small size Must fit into the specific payload. Technical 5 

Compatibility Should work with the lasers and metal ink supplied by 
the NASA team. 

Technical 3 

Weight Should be of a reasonable weight. Technical 1 

Speed Minimize idle time for all components. Technical 1 

Durability Must continue working for many print / move cycles. Functional 3 

Control + 
Instrumentation 

Should have a control panel that allows for direct control 
and data logging.  

Functional 5 

Mirror Reflector 
System 

Working reflectors that correctly direct both cutting and 
melting lasers to the right places. 

Functional 5 

X-Y Raster 
Motion 

Raster for printing and laser motion.  Functional 5 

Laser Cooling  Should cool the laser and prevent it from overheating.  Functional 1 

Waste 
Management 

Should properly consolidate excess substrate.  Functional 2 

Feasible 
Substrate 
Material 

Substrate should bind to metal ink, with least amount of 
waste generated. 

Functional 1 

Temperature Must be within reasonable temperature range without 
overheating the overall system. 

Functional 2 

Print Bed 
Assembly 

Should work in conjunction with lasers and print head to 
layer metal printed parts with precision. 

Functional 5 

Filament 
Deposition 

Must reliably deposit ink onto substrate material. Functional 5 

Troubleshooting Should be easy to troubleshoot for repair. Functional 3 

Power Supply Must power all electronics. Functional 5 



 
The first major need is a safety need, which receives a weighted 5 because safety is a 

high priority and injury on a space station could have major consequences not having the same 
kind of emergency care on earth. The device should protect the user from any sharp edges and 
not allow accidental startups.  

The next type of needs are technical in nature. The need of having a small size is 
weighted the highest because the team must make sure that the device fits into a NASA 
Nano-rack CubeSat module or else they will not fly it. Modularity and compatibility go hand in 
hand and are weighted with 3 because we do want to make sure that the device can be taken 
apart easily for us to replace the lasers and inkhead that NASA provides. The last two needs 
are weighed the least because the weight is not as important according to our client and speed 
is also a lower need discussed from our client too since astronauts are not likely going to use 
this 24/7.  

The last category is the functional needs of the device. There are several heavily 
weighted needs because this system has several subsystems that need to work in tandem for 
the device to function at all. For example, the XY raster motion, filament deposition, mirror 
reflector system, control and instrumentation, reliable and repeatable controls are all ranked at a 
5 since these are all components of subsystems that ensure that we have accurate metal parts 
that can be printed. This is the whole point of the project and if just one of those functions like 
the XY raster motion or controls does not work then the system workflow presented to us by the 
client does not work at all.  
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Reliable and 
repeatable 
Control System 

Must be able to position substrate and components 
accurately and precisely  

Functional 5 

Table 2. Prioritized List of Engineering Requirements 

Requirement  Requirement Description Target 

Cost Must not exceed budget. <$500 

Device Weight Must not exceed max weight of locker. ~30 lbs 

Device Power Supply Must be able to either plug in the wall or have a 
battery. 

<1800 Watts 

Volume Must fit inside the payload of the spaceflight 
module. In this case, payload of Virgin Galactic. 

18”x21”x11” 

Waste Production  Should minimize the waste and fumes created. <1lb per print 

Top Print Speed of Ink 
& Laser Print Head 

Should be accurate and within reasonable print 
speed.  

>30mm/s 

Roller Diameter Should be large enough to contain enough 
substrate for printing but smaller enough to fit 

<3” 



 
Based on the user needs, a thorough list of engineering requirements was developed. 

The list is shown in Table 2 above. These requirements informed the team of the direction to 
take in developing a solution.  

In terms of cost, each teammate would have 100 dollars to spend on the project, we will 
collectively have a budget constraint of $500 to finish the initial prototype. Additional funding 
may be acquired if we make a compelling case for the procurement of parts. The type of control 
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into the specified payload.  

Power Distribution Supply power to the entire 3D printer.  Wall plug 

Error Tolerance Printer should function with high precision with 
relatively low margin of error.  

XY print head travel 
accuracy: <0.8mm 
Print bed incrementain: 
<0.8mm 

Standardized 
attachment system  

The base/frame should have a standardized 
system for attaching all our components. 

80/20 aluminum beams 

Durability Must hold up under cyclical use. 20 hours 

Interface Easy to use and compatible with the controller 
board as well as 3D printing software.  

USB compatible 

Controller Board Supports G-code interpreter, parses G-code files, 
regulates temperature, and is compatible with the 
motor driver. 

Arduino, SKR 1.4 

Motor Driver Is compatible with the controller board. It would 
drive all of the stepper motors used in the project. 
Support WiFi module, and has end stops.  

TMC2208, stepper motor 
driver 

Firmware Handles G-code slicer, interprets G-code, 
translates g-code into pulses for stepper motor 
drivers.  

G-code interpreter for 
Arduino, Marlin 

XY Motion Range Range should encompass the print size and be 
within the overall volume of the printer.  

X-range: <21” 
Y-range: <11” 

Laser Mirrors  Reflect laser beams to the target position on the 
substrate/print bed.  

Reflectivity: >99.8% 

Noise  Should not exceed maximum noise level in 
operation.  

<70 dB 

Safety No personnels should be harmed by the 3D 
printer either in or out of operation.  

All components should 
be RoHS compliant. No 
sharp edges, no toxic 
fumes. 



boards and motors were also listed because of the cheaper cost to be within our budget and 
there are plenty of resources for students about Arduinos and stepper drive motors.  

The client also gave some explicit engineering requirements that the device would fall 
under. This is the specific size of the NASA Nano-rack CubeSat module which is 18”x21”x11”, 
the max weight that could be carried in that module, and the power that would be available in 
the module if needed. Based on the module volume dimensions, the XY motion range and roller 
max diameter were also estimated.  

Safety concerns are at the top of our priority. All components would have to be RoHS                
compliant to prevent toxic off-gassing either during operation or idle period. The printer itself will               
also refrain from sharp edges that may pose as potential hazard to the operator. No lasers                
should be pointed at the user at any time and our software would prevent any false startups                 
from happening. The operation of the printer should also be relatively quiet, without disturbing              
the regular daily activities of the spaceship which we approximated would be less than 70dB.  

Error tolerance was determined based on our client’s expectations. Since the use of this 
printer is not mass manufacturing, the team and client wanted to prioritize accuracy, especially 
with so many moving parts in the workflow. Thus, a small error tolerance of 0.8mm was made. 
The team also determined that 30mm/s would be a good target since this would give a relevant 
speed for rastering motion. We do not want the ink to start blotching so this is why the minimum 
is 30mm/s. 
 

From the weighted matrix created from both the user needs and requirements tables 
(Appendix A), the team found that the factors that weighed the most are related to power 
distribution, durability, xy-motion range, error tolerance, and top print speed. Error Tolerance 
has the highest weighted sum of all of the listed requirements. We defined the error tolerance as 
achieving high precision function with relatively low margin of error. This makes sense in terms 
of additive manufacturing processes where the slightest miscalculation can result in several 
unrecoverable errors down the line. Along with error tolerance, achieving adequate power 
distribution is one of the main requirements for a viable product solution. Error tolerance is also 
highly correspondent/reliant to the XY motion range and print speed of our device and so it 
makes sense to us that these are also weighted highly. 

Concept Generation 

The team used various concept generation methods during ideation sessions. The initial 
steps the team took in this phase was researching prior and related existing technology. The 
group studied existing FDM 3D printers and how exactly some 2D printers since their rastering 
motion they use for their print head cartridge is related to our system designs. The team also did 
a teardown of a commercial Epson printer in order to further knowledge about the rastering 
motion and provide insight on the most efficient way that a printer moves its paper to accurate 
positions. 

Once the team finished this research and were provided with clarification on what 
subcomponents we were expected to finish or simplify, we continued our second stage of 
concept generation primarily through group sketches at our ideation sessions. Table 3 displays 
a few early design concepts/configurations that took into account these major physical 
subcomponent requirements like the rollers, ink and laser deposition areas, print bed, etc. 
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One of the primary observations when evaluating these major configurations was how to 

take advantage of the space provided given the size constraints that the client provided while 
still having enough room for each component. This was also highlighted in our first prototype 
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Table 3: Sketches and Design Concepts Considered for Overall System 

 1. 

 

 
2. 

 
 
  

3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 

6. 

 



detailed in figure 3. The team created this prototype so we could try different roller 
configurations and gave a sense on where subcomponents may go. 

 

 
Figure 3: Initial design prototype to ensure subsystems of feed and storage rollers and 

modularity  
 

Another part of the roller subsystem that had several rounds of concepts and iterations 
was how to mechanically drive the rollers. This system had to satisfy our function requirements 
of being able to move our substrate accurately, keep tension in our substrate, and wind up the 
excess substrate. Figure 4 shows some more virtual sketches of the concepts that we had in the 
early stages of the project.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Figure 4: Further Iterated Substrate Roller System. 
 

Decision Selection  
The configuration of the roller system was decided on the best way to take advantage of 

the space provided. Through physical means of adjusting our prototype 1 we found that the 
most suitable would be configuration #6 from table 3. The team weighed how this setup could 
use the space below the rollers and substrate so we could position the print bed and deposition 
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systems below the substrate. This was achieved by spacing two “top” rollers far enough apart to 
leave space for the print bed below the substrate and the XY print-head stand-in above the 
substrate. This solution presented a whole new set of considerations, the main one being that 
the substrate rollers would have to roll forward in conjunction with the print-head motion to 
accurately position the ink deposition. This brought up questions of accuracy and precision, as 
well as tensioning and system vibration. 

 
Since the accuracy of the rollers is paramount to accuracy of the XY print-head, the team 

conferred with outside experts about the best approach of how to drive the roller system for a 
decision selection. These experts helped us realize that driving one of the supply or excess 
rollers (one of the two rollers on the bottom of the device) would not be feasible since the 
diameter of the roller would change over time and affect the speed of the substrate moving 
which would detriment one of our function requirements of maintaining accuracy. Thus we were 
given two options. We could drive the top right roller since the substrate would not change the 
diameter at this point. Alternatively if we did drive a bottom roller, but taking into account the 
changing diameter with software. The team chose the latter since the first option did not solve 
the problem of rolling up the excess roller too. A braking system is on the supply roller that 
allows the team to add a slight frictionional force against the driving roller to ensure tension. 
Thus, a system shown in Figure 5 was our decision based on client input. 

 

  
Figure 5:This shows how we wanted to ensure the roller system moves at constant rates 

as each pass of the roller. 
 

When the team decided on actual components for their respective subsystems, we 
created a Morphology table to help solidify the decision. Table 4 shows a morphology table we 
used for several components which were weighed primarily on the compatibility of each other 
and some of the advantages that came with each. For example, the team decided that using a 
lead screw over the belt drive or ball screw was better since it would give us precise accuracy, 
was sturdy, and was more cost efficient then the ball screw. This same method was repeated 
several times throughout the project in order to decide what specific parts were needed.  
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 Table 4: Morphology Table 

Frame 2020 T slot 2020 V slot 1”T 

XY Motion Belt Drive Lead Screw Ball Screw 



 

Final Design Solution 

 
Figure 6: Design Function Diagram shows the sequence of functions, defining a successful 

prototype. 
 

In order to achieve the function necessary for a successful printer operation, we defined 
a flow of operations. This is defined by six sequential steps, starting with the initial metal ink 
deposition and ending with a final advancement of the paper roller, which loops into the 
beginning of the operating functions. We hope with future work that a comprehensive block 
diagram with information flows will be defined.  

Mechanical Subsystem 
The mechanical design of this prototype can be broken into three major subsystems. 

The planar motion assembly, which is located at the top of the frame, secures and locates the 
print head carriage above the print area. The roller assembly, which is secured to the side of the 
frame with acrylic panels, moves the substrate material through the machine. The print bed, 
located beneath the substrate and also secured to the side of the frame, increments downwards 
after the process of each layer is complete. 

Planar motion assembly 
The planar motion assembly is responsible for moving the print carriage to a given 

location above the print area. A diagram of the assembly as well as a table detailing the 
components included is found below. Each axis of the assembly is driven by a stepper motor 
and a lead screw, and is guided by v-slot aluminum extrusion in combination with a v-slot roller 
wheel plate. A flanged nut slides along the lead screw as the screw is spun by the stepper 
motor, translating rotational motion into linear motion.  
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Linear Guide V-wheels Slider Linear Rod/Shaft 

End Stop (switch) Mechanical  Magnetic Current  



The stepper motors are attached to the lead screws with flexible shaft couplers. Flexible 
couplers were chosen to account for any misalignment between the motors and the leadscrew 
during assembly and ensure purely axial rotation of the lead screws. The other end of the lead 
screw is secured within a bearing. The end stop, which is a mechanical limit switch, is mounted 
to this same bracket. 

The stepper motors, the v-slot plates, and the flanged nuts are all secured in place 
relative to one another with 3D printed brackets. The roller wheels are fixed to the plate with 
eccentric nuts which, when rotated, adjust the clamping force of the wheels on the extrusion. 
This allows for precise and secure alignment of the wheels on the rails.  

The print carriage, which slides along the x-axis, employs the same v-wheel plate and 
flanged nut assembly as the other axes. It houses the pen and laser diode. The pen can be 
lifted from the substrate material using a servo mechanism. 
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Table 5: Mechanical Components in planar motion assembly 

⅜ in ID Bearings Nema 17 Stepper 
Motor 

3D Printed Bracket 1 3D Printed Bracket 2 

  
 

 

Stepper Motor Mount Mechanical End 
Stops 

20mm v-slot 
aluminum extrusion 

V-slot Roller Wheel 
Plate with Eccentric 
Nuts  

   

 

Flexible Shaft 
Couplers 

Flanged Nuts Lead Screw  



 

Roller Assembly 
The rollers are responsible for moving the paper substrate material through the printer 

both while the print head is rastering metal ink onto the substrate, and after each layer. The 
rollers can be broken down into the top two rollers, a supply roll, and a take-up roll. The rollers 
are driven by a stepper motor and belted together with GT2 belts as shown in black in the figure 
below. This ensures synchronous motion among the top rollers and the take-up roll. The supply 
roll is outfitted with an adjustable clamp to ensure that it only unspools when pulled on by the 
take-up spool. 

The rollers are constructed from 12 inch lengths of 1 inch PVC pipe. These rotate about 
static ⅜ in wooden dowel rods on bearings. The pipe is wrapped in a material with high friction 
to ensure that the substrate does not slip on the rollers. On one side, 3D printed spacers are 
situated between the bearings and the PVC. On the other side, these spacers are integrated 
with pulleys for the belt as shown in the figure below. The dowel rods for the top rollers are fixed 
to the frame within ¼ in acrylic side panels using 3D printed end caps. The Dowel rods for the 
supply and take-up rolls are fixed to the frame with small clamps to allow for easier replacement. 

Print Bed Assembly 
The print bed assembly is responsible for incrementing the bed by the layer height of the 

print after each layer is complete. The incrementation mechanism is similar in construction to 
the linear motion subassemblies within the planar motion assembly described above. This 
includes a piece of v-slot aluminum extrusion, a v-wheel plate, a T8 lead screw, a flanged nut, 
and a 3D printed bracket to mount the components in place relative to one another.  
The print bed is affixed to this linear motion assembly and moves up and down along wooden 
dowel rods. In the future, a more robust linear guide system would be implemented. The print 
bed is constructed from one layer of laser cut MDF and another layer of laser cut acrylic offset 
by adjustable standoffs with springs in between. 
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Figure 6: (From top, clockwise). Top Left: Fully completed CAD model of linear motion 

system. Top Right: Servo Actuated Print Carriage with Pen and Laser Holder. Middle Left: 
Supply Roller Clamping System and Roller End Caps. Middle Right: Roller Spacer with 

Integrated Pulley. Bottom: Belt Layout for Roller System. 
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Electronics Subsystem 
One major aspect of our design solution was the design and implementation of digital 

components and the selection of software platforms. This section will be broken down into two 

parts: the selection of electronic components and the development of software firmware and 

workflow.  

 

In order to design a fully functional 3D printer, it is critical to design a comprehensive 

control system. To start, we selected a cheap alternative to Arduino Mega 2560: CH340G 

considering the restriction of budget. CH340G’s board design was based on 

ATmega2560-16AU. It has 54 digital input/output pins and 14 pins can be used as PWM 

outputs. There are 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs as hardware serial ports and a 16 MHz crystal 

oscillator. [1] In addition to the I/O ports, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and 

a reset button are built in on the board. This Mega 2560 is compatible with most motor shields 

that are designed for the Arduino Duemilanove standard, and we compared a few popular 

options. When selecting the motor control board, based on our design requirements, it is crucial 

for us to choose the one with modularized shield design. Each stepper motor is connected to an 

individual stepper motor driver module, and the modules are connected onto one central board. 

The benefit of this design is that, if one module burns due to overheat, the board will not be 

damaged and the other stepper motors will not be interfered. This design would also minimize 

the cost. 

RUMBA (Fig. 7) is a powerful motor driver board and can support up to six stepper motor 

drivers. It is compatible with DRV 8825 (Fig. 8) Stepper motor driver module with step resolution 

up to 1/32 step, and DRV 8825 can withstand up to 45V max supply voltage. With proper 

installation of heat sink and ideal air flow, it could withstand up to 2.5A, with multiple adjustable 

current limits. [2] 

However, our budget constrained us from spending over $150 for motor driver board and              

shields (RUMBA: $113, five DRV 8825: $40) so we had to look for alternatives. We settled on                 

the solution of using Mega Pololu Shield, short for RAMPS 1.4 and A4988 stepper driver               

modules. RAMPS 1.4 (Fig. 9) can support up to 5 stepper motors and is designed to be fully                  

compatible with Mega 2560 Board. A4988 stepper motor driver module has step resolution up to               

1/16 steps and can withstand up to 2A. Although the step resolution and max current are                

relatively lower on A4988 compared to DRV8825, the reduction in cost is significant ($6.80 vs               
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$10). Since we are only using five stepper motors, the constraint of the number of motors                

supported with RAMPS does not impact us with our design.  

 
Figure 7: Schematic of RUMBA motor driver board [3] 

 
Figure 8:  DRV 8825 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier [2] 
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Figure 9:. RAMPS 1.4 Motor Driver Board 

 

 
Figure 10: A4988 Motor Driver Module 

The last part of the control system component is the selection of LCD display. We chose 
LCD 12864 which has a 128 x 64 dot matrix display. (Fig. 11) This full graphic support display 
comes with an adapter to connect to our selected RAMPS 1.4 motor control board. It also has 
built in SD card support, to facilitate future integration of direct printing from g-code stored on 
SD card.  
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Figure 11: Photo of LCD 12864 display unit 

 
Thus, the total cost of our control system (microcontroller + motor shields + display + 

adapters) are $37.99. Those are the best options within our budget range.  
 

Once the control system components were selected, a designated power supply system 
is designed based on our electrical components’ current(A) draw and power(watts) rating. To 
start, the components in our system require about 180W power minimum, with five stepper 
motors plus our control system. Since we do not have a heated bed and a nozzle in our 3D 
printer prototype, we have smaller power requirements compared to normal 3D printers. 
Choosing a power supply unit (PSU) with lower watt rating helps us bring down the cost and 
maintain a smaller form factor. For example, the same power supply, 480W model would cost 
$20 more compared to the 240W model.  

Once the power rating for our PSU is decided, output DC voltage is another important 
factor. All of our components are compatible and can take in both 12V and 24V DC voltage 
output. But by choosing a PSU with higher output voltage, lower system current will be 
generated. Thus, less heat will be generated in the system and we can choose wires with 
narrower wire gauge (awg). Since the selection of 24V DC output did not bring up the cost of the 
PSU, we chose the LEDMO DC Power Supply (Fig. 12), 240w model. It takes in either 110V or 
220V, 50/60Hz AC power input and output DC 24V with max current at 10A. It has a lot of 
protection with passive cooling design, and only costs $19.99. The dual channel DC output is 
fully compatible with our RAMPS 1.4 motor driver board.  

Once the PSU was picked, we bought a double pole single throw electrical switch 
(DPST) (Fig. 13) to simultaneously control the dual channel DC output. It also functions as the 
start/stop button of our printer system. In terms of the wire selection, for connecting the outlet to 
AC input end of the power supply, we chose 14AWG for maximum protection consideration. 
22AWG wires were selected to withstand the maximum 10A current output from the PSU and 
used to connect the PSU to our motor driver board. 
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Figure 12: LEDMO DC Power Supply 

 

 
Figure 13: Schematic of DPST switch  

 
Assembly workflow of the control system is listed in Fig. 14 and the final assembly can be found 
in Fig. 15. The process assembling the power unit can be found in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 
demonstrates the full assembly with connecting the power system to the control system. 
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Figure 14: Assembly workflow of the control system 

 
 

  
Figure 15: Side View of the control system assembly stack (left), top view (right) 
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Figure 16: Assemble power supply unit 
 

 
Figure 17: Final assembly of both control and power system with full connections 

Firmware Subsystem 
Firmware selection is a crucial part of our software system. 3D printer firmware functions 

in interpreting the G-code commands and control the stepper motors based on those 
commands. We decided to choose one of the open source firmwares, and do functional 
modification for our printer. We chose Marlin Firmware (https://marlinfw.org/) for reasons 
downbelow:  
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1. Native support for our hardware (RAMPS 1.4 Board, Mega Control Board, etc.)  
2. High step rate  
3. Temperature and stepper motor movement protection 
4. Full endstop support 
5. Dynamic (PWM) temperature monitor and setting 
6. SD card and LCD full support  

It is also one of the most community supported open source firmware platforms. For 
instance, when we started building firmware onto our control board, the cost-saving, cheap 
alternative to the Arduino Mega 2560: CH340G, requires a special driver to communicate with 
the host: https://sparks.gogo.co.nz/ch340.html  

After the installation of the driver, a Visual Studio Code extension, “Auto Build Marlin” 
that provides functions of compiling each modification we made to the firmware and uploading it 
to our control board with automatic port detection.  Fig. 18 demonstrates the interface of “Auto 
Build Marlin” and is found on https://marlinfw.org/docs/basics/auto_build_marlin.html. 

 

            
Figure 18: Interface of “Auto Build Marlin” in Visual Studio Code. 
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To visualize the built in firmware and control the machine on the LCD display, we chose 

U8G2 monochrome graphic library to power our system. Fig. 19 demonstrates the start of the 
printer.  
 

 
Figure 19: U8G2 graphics interface 

 
Once the firmware is built into our control board, we designed the whole process of our 

software workflow. As the diagram shows downbelow, the workflow first starts by taking the STL 
CAD file and using slicer software “Sli3er” on PC to transform the STL file to Gcode file, which 
can be interpreted by the Marlin firmware on Arduino Mega. Pronterface is a machine control 
GUI software which provides a nice interface to control the printer, Fig. 20. 
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Figure 20: Pronterface machine control interface  

 
The slicer program will slice each layer of the 3D model file out and we used a software 

to help us convert the image of each layer to Gcode. A rastering motion will be interpreted from 
the Gcode by our modified Marlin firmware https://github.com/nebarnix/img2gco/. 
 
 
Design Validation 

Validation of the electronics and firmware was possible before the mechanical system 
was complete. Knowing that all axes would be driven by nema 17 stepper motors and limited by 
end stop limit switches, these components could be labeled and wired to the main board early 
on. This allowed for the development and validation of a slicing protocol which implements both 
the rastering and vector motion of the print head necessary to complete each layer. 
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Figure 21: Nema 17 stepper motors that were tested 

 
The Planar motion subassembly was assembled with the frame first, allowing it to be 

validated independently before the belt system and print bed was added. The lead screws 
successfully moved the brackets along the frame. 

 

 
Figure 22: Planar motion subassembly attached to the frame 

 
The integration of the mechanical system with the firmware was validated upon final 

assembly to ensure that the components were working together smoothly. Namely, the planar 
motion system was calibrated with the end stops and the stepper motors. A home point was set 
on the print bed and the homing command was able to repeatedly locate the print carriage 
above that point. To test the XY rastering motion, each layer of the STL 3D model file was 
transcribed to jpg file, then be interpreted as the Gcode file. Upon testing, scripts generated by 
the slicing procedure were executed on the machine to draw test prints like the wine glass 
pictured below. 
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Figure 23: Accuracy of pen holder with XY motion being tested 

Conclusions and Future Work 
The goal of this project was to design an additive manufacturing printer prototype, 

modified to work in zero-gravity settings such as in the International Space Station. The overall 
project’s design and function were evaluated by our group and client as mostly successful and 
will serve as a strong launching-off point for future work. 

This project was successful in that the group was able to define subsystems essential for 
the operation of the project, namely the XY-linear rail system. The design followed the size limits 
for storage in a standard payload locker volume, allowed for processing of 3D models to usable 
g-code, successfully reproduced raster motion that will be implemented in future project 
iterations. 

Due to time constraints and circumstances from the COVID-19 pandemic, a few design 
specifications were represented with a placeholder in preparation for the prototype deliverable. 
The use of placeholders is seen primarily with the print-bed area, which was represented by 
stacked-acrylic sheets connected to a vertical linear rail and lead screw + stepper motor system. 
Future is required to modify the firmware to support an adequate number of motors, as well as 
an active substrate tensioning system. The current solutions to achieve substrate tension 
include physical modifications such as a non-slip roller/substrate interface (Dycem material on 
PVC rollers) as well as a comprehensive timing belt system. However, a manual tensioning of 
the substrate during operation was required. 

Future work includes completing the modular printer + its subsystems, as well as making 
any modifications our collaborators at NASA deem necessary for installation for their metal-ink 
and laser sintering printhead.  

Subsystems that need work include completing the print-bed configuration, substrate 
tension and accuracy, sensors for instrumentation feedback and greater access to controls. The 
print bed configuration, completed by attaching the linear rail and lead screw to the frame to 
achieve motion in the z-direction underneath the substrate print surface, also runs into the 
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problem of the Marlin firmware not having support for 5 or more motors . Solidifying a passive 
tensioning system, such as a passive motor or torsion spring, to apply a force in the opposite 
direction of the roller motion would also be helpful, especially in terms of quantifying accuracy 
and precision.  

Additionally, a set of sensors would add additional features such as quantifying roller 
motion and print-head coordination / precision; identifying problem areas that need 
troubleshooting; adding safety features to shut off operation in the face of potential injury. 
Finally, ensuring ease-of-replacement for a new substrate storage roller is something our group 
hopes to address.  

Appendices  
A. Weighted Matrix of Requirements and Needs 
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  Reqs 0-10        

Need Wt. Cost Device 
Weight 

Device 
Power 
Supply 

Volume Waste 
Prod-u
ction 

Top 
Print 
Speed 

Roller 
Diamet
er 

Power 
Distrib-
ution 

Error 
Toler-a
nce 

User Safety 5 3 7 7 0 5 5 0 7 5 

Small size 5 6 8 5 10 6 3 9 5 4 

Control + 
Instrumentati

on 

5 4 4 4 4 6 9 7 8 10 

Mirror 
Reflector 
System 

5 5 1 0 5 0 5 0 0 8 

X-Y Raster 
Motion 

5 4 3 6 6 0 10 0 7 9 

Print Bed 
Assembly 

5 3 3 6 6 6 10 0 3 9 

Filament 
Deposition 

5 5 3 5 3 8 10 8 3 9 

Power Supply 5 6  7 10 5 0 7 0 10 9 

Repeatable 
Control 
System 

5 2 2 1 3 4 10 0 9 10 

Modularity 3 4 3 0 6 0 5 7 8 8 

Compatibility 3 4 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Durability 3 4 5 2 4 3 8 3 6 8 



 
Weighted Matrix Cont... 
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Trouble- 
shooting 

3 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 9 

Waste 
Management 

2 1 4 0 4 10 7 7 3 3 

Temperature 2 1 1 6 3 2 5 1 9 3 

Weight 1 1 9 4 4 3 0 3 2 3 

Speed 1 1 3 0 0 5 9 4 3 4 

Laser Cooling  1 1 2 0 2 0 8 0 0 0 

Feasible 
Substrate 
Material 

1 1 3 2 5 9 0 6 0 1 

Sum:  
 
 

237 
 

253 
 
 

271 
 
 

292 
 
 

255 452 209 358 481 

  Req. 1-10        

Need Wt. Attach-
ment 
System 

Dura
-blity 

Inter
- 
face 

Control 
Board 

Motor 
Driver 

Firm-
ware 

XY Motion 
Range 

Noise Safety 

User Safety 5 5 7 0 3 3 7 0 0 10 

Small size 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 

Control + 
Instrumentation 

5 4 3 7 10 9 8 9 0 8 

Mirror Reflector 
System 

5 7 6 0 1 0 0 4 0 7 

X-Y Raster 
Motion 

5 8 8 2 8 8 8 10 8 7 

Print Bed 
Assembly 

5 8 8 2 8 8 8 0 6 7 

Filament 
Deposition 

5 0 8 0 8 0 8 5 5 5 

Power Supply 5 4 8 3 1 0 1 2 3 5 

Repeatable 
Control System 

5 7 7 0 9 7 7 7 1 5 

Modularity 3 9 7 7 7 7 7 8 0 0 

Compatibility 3 9 7 5 4 5 7 7 0 4 
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Durability 3 9 10 0 5 5 5 10 0 7 

Trouble- 
shooting 

3 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 4 8 

Waste 
Management 

2 0 6 0 0 0 0 4 0 3 

Temperature 2 0 3 4 4 4 0 0 0 9 

Weight 1 6 6 0 0 0 0 7 0 4 

Speed 1 3 4 7 7 7 7 8 5 0 

Laser Cooling  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Feasible 
Substrate 
Material 

1 3 3 0 0 0 0 7 0 1 

Sum:  357 424 148 330 268 326 362 132 359 



B. Bill of Materials 
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C. Assembly Procedure Overview 
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Assembly Step Number and Description 

1 Assemble the outer rectangular frame using the 20mm v-slot aluminum extrusions 

2 Mount the two Nema stepper motors that will be used for the XY gantry on the top 
two corners of frame 

3 Assemble the rest of the XY linear subsystem (includes the lead screws, v-slot 
roller wheels, etc) but stop before adding the pen/laser head assembly  

4 Mount the rest of the XY linear subsystem to the frame and connect the lead 
screws with the mounted stepper motors with couplers 

5 Laser cut acrylic side panels (which will be used for roller mounts) and front panel 
(which will be used for electronics mounts)  

6 Assemble the acrylic side panels to the frame 

7 Assemble the rollers for the substrate with the appropriate bearings, dowel rods, 
and 3D printed pulleys. Wrap the roller with the grippy tape. 

8 Assemble thee braking system for the supply roller and mount to the frame 

9 Attach the appropriate 3D printed pulley to the stepper motor driving the roller 
system and mount it to the frame with a motor mount 

10 Assemble the rollers into the frame and make sure that the supply roller (bottom 
back roller) attaches to the braking system correctly and the excess roller (bottom 
front) is lined up with the stepper motor with the pulley 

11 Splice timing belt three appropriate lengths to connect the appropriate rollers to 
each other and the motor with the pulley 

12 Assemble the timing belt to the rollers and fix the rollers in place with the 
appropriate 3D printed end caps which will screw in the side panels to keep them 
in place. 

13 Laser cut print bed pieces and assemble separately with the print bed leveling 
nuts 

14 Assemble the last stepper motor and motor mount with print bed lead screw and 
print bed assembly 

15 Mount the printer assembly by going from beneath the frame to not get in the way 
of the rollers. Mount additional v-slot extrusion mount to support the lead screw. 
Mount with two additional dowel rods at the other end of the print bed and attach 



 
 

D. Solution Schematics and Technical Drawings 
 
Computer Aided Design of the Printer  
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to frame. 

16 Mount electronics (Power supply, switches, graphics interface, control system, 
etc) to the front panel with appropriate screws  

17 Secure front panel to the front of the frame 

18 Connect the wires to the appropriate elements of the device 



Control System Diagram 

 

E. Operating Instructions/User Guide 

a. Safety Precautions 
Use the emergency kill switch on the front panel in case of the emergency:  

- Stuck print  
- Roller malfunction  
- Laser overheat  
- Lead screw stucks and stops spinning 

Kill switch cuts off the power from the power supply, which provides power to all the 
electrical components. Explains the purpose of the kill switch to anyone who is going to operate 
the machine, and scenarios that would require pressing the button. 

 
Use the reset button on the motor driver board or in the Software if the print fails or 

simply wants to rest the printer to the original state.  
 

b. Procedure to use Space Printer  
1. Prepare STL file from common CAD modeling software, export 
2. Copy and paste the STL file and upload it to the operating laptop, which controls 

the printer  
3. Open the software “Sli3er” on the operating laptop and slice the STL file to 

Gcode file 
4. Open the software “Pronterface” in the operating laptop and reading in the Gcode 

file just created  
5. Clear any obstacles on the print bed  
6. Turn on the printer 
7. Auto home the printer (to lower left corner) of the print bed 
8. Start the print, either via laptop or on the interface of the  
9. Wait for the print to finish and cool down 
10. Turn off the printer 
11. Gently peel off the part from the print bed, examine the quality of the print 
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c. Maintenance  
On a daily basis, clean the print bed and make sure there is no debris left on the print 
bed. Change the roller cartridge when it is running low. Check the nozzle (print head) 
and laser when the printer is off before every print. Resupply the supply roller by 
unscrewing the roller end caps connected to the side panel. Then lift it out and switch it 
with a new one by securing it using the same end caps. 
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F. Final Gantt Chart 
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